Field Experience Assignment(s):

*Week 1: Observation and Evaluation*
You and your partner will develop a PLAN for developing relationships with your students and using preventative classroom management strategies in the two lessons you teach (social studies and science). Then, you will reflect on your actions and decisions as well as summarize what you learned about your students.

*Five (5) Mondays of Field Time:*
You and your partner will keep a reflection journal—recording down NOTICINGS and your reflective thinking following lessons that are implemented.

*Week 2: Implement CM plan with interactive modeling*
Prior to this second full week in the experience, you will “add on” to one of your curriculum lesson-plans—inserting CM considerations/strategies that will be used PRIOR to teaching the lesson. You will also plan an interactive modeling activity to implement that will provide students with strategic modeling of a particular skill or behavior. During week 2, you will implement these plans and reflect on their effectiveness.